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ABSTRACT

The Generation Z and its capability in following the latest technological developments create a new phenomenon, ranging from their lifestyle that so close with information and technology to the communication style; not to mention their domination in social media communication. Uniquely, they tend to believe that their lives in social media are more essential than in the real world. This study uses an interpretive paradigm with a qualitative approach. The research subject is Generation Z in Pekanbaru while the object is the phenomenology of communication of Generation Z. The study finds two categorizations of Generation Z’s self-representation in Pekanbaru, namely: “The Influencer” and “The Followers.” Furthermore, verbally, they often use informal language and slang and have difficulties in face-to-face communication. Nonverbally, they possess informal intonation, follow the latest fashion trends, and are expressive in social media.
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INTRODUCTION

The advent of Generation Z coupled with its uniqueness recently has grown to be a public concern, especially for those who come from previous generations, such as generation Y (millennial) and X. It is the reason for which the numbers of research, journals, and articles trying to explore and define Generation Z’s characteristics and potency is increasing.
As cited from *Entrepreneur*, December 27, 2015, Generation Z or only Gen Z is the new generation who were born from the middle 1990s to date, meaning the oldest members from Gen Z are still teenagers. They are the very generations who grew up in the middle of technological development; a time when types of the cell phone are transforming to be more cutting-edge, the scope of the internet availability is broader, and the accessibility of social media becomes easier. It is not surprising then if topics about Gen Z attract many experts from different fields, ranging from education, economics, politics, socials, to culture.

Gen Z and its capability in following the latest technological trend create new phenomena, starting from lifestyle until the communication style. Not to mention that Gen Z is also more dominant on social media communication. However, and this is the issue here, they tend to believe that social media is more important than the real world. Their timelines demonstrate it clearly as if social media is a must. It is different from the previous generations which had undergone limited internet access and should wait longer for print mass media for gaining the latest information. Gen Z inclination on social media thus is deemed affecting their competencies in face-to-face interactions.

Mulyana and Rackhmat (2005) contended that one of the most significant reservations concerning Gen Z is their communicative competencies. The reason is that it is reasonable to imagine that individuals entering a new cultural environment will put up with many obstacles, including the mental one because they only adapt to their current surroundings (Mulyana and Rackhmat, 2005).

On the other hand, a phenomenology of communication provides a scientific approach to study communicative phenomena by giving pressure on the uniqueness of the observed people. With this in mind, studying communication patterns of Gen Z is compelling since, different from the previous generations who might still have offline time with their smartphones, it is not the case with Gen Z. In the age they are living, their borders between virtual and real life seem vanished. Gen Z is likely to use a smartphone and therefore online more often. Unfortunately, not all communicative interactions can run effectively by using smartphones.

Against that background, the context of the research is the unique communicative phenomenon of Gen Z. The study then aims to understand the communicative phenomenon of Generation Z in Pekanbaru using phenomenology as the optic. The researcher opines that research on the phenomenology of communication of Generation Z has not carried out too often nationally. Besides, the research also can be classified into a new study for communication program in UIN Suska Riau since the object matter is Generation Z, which is identical with the development of social media. Another identified research studying Generation Z was a study conducted in 2016 by Diyah Puspita Rini, a student in Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta (UNY). The study entitled “Pengaruh Karakter Generasi Z dan Peran Guru dalam pembelajaran terhadap Motivasi Belajar Akuntansi Siswa Kelas X Akuntansi SMK Negeri 1 Godean” (The effects of Generation Z characters and the roles of the teachers in learning process towards students motivation on studying accountancy for tenth-grade students in SMK Negeri 1 Godean).

**METHOD**

The research used an interpretative paradigm and qualitative approach. The research subject was Generation Z in Pekanbaru while the object was communicative phenomena of Generation Z. Qualitative research was a consistent approach for this investigation since this approach is reliable in investigating event occurring in society. It is conducted by focusing the researchers’ perspective subjectively on subject-matter and interprets individuals’ interpretations of the world (Molecong, 2001).

The data collection process was carried out through participative observation, interviews, documentation, and online tracking. Participative observation means observing objects of observation by living together in the same environment and experiencing their life-worlds (Bungin, 2007). Interviews were run for obtaining detailed information and conducted through direct with or without guidance question and answer sessions. Furthermore, interviewer and informant were required to have similar social lives in a significant period (Bungin, 2007). Documentation, on the other hand, was used for recording and documenting the information obtained.

After the pre-research stage, Pekanbaru was elected as the research location. The primary informants were Generation Z who were born from 1995 to 2000s and had been students, whether in high school or university or young entrepreneurs. The informants were decided through a purposive sampling method. In the research, ten informants were determined. Five persons represented Tampan
district, and other 5 represent Pekanbaru districts. Tampan was chosen because its density level of Generation Z was high. It mostly happens since this district has two national universities, namely Universitas Riau and Universitas Islam Negeri Sultan Syarif Kasim (UIN Suska) Riau and many secondary educations. Just as Tampan, Pekanbaru was also chosen because of the high distribution of the Generation Z, but it became more special because in this district many amenities for Generation Z to interact with each other were immensely available, ranging from malls, cafes, culinary, to the libraries.

Apart from the primary informants, the researcher performed triangulation by verifying the data with supported informants so that the data collected can be more accurate. The researcher used a purposive technique in the process of electing the informants to gain more diverse information from the people who are expert in the context of the research in question (Faisal, 1990).

The research was conducted from February to November 2018. Gathering the information from Generation Z in Pekanbaru was not an undemanding work to do since the gathering information process should not disturb their study time or other essentials activities. This approach followed what Creswell called as “gaining access and making reports” (Creswell, 1998). For most of the informants were students, the researcher attempted to establish decent relationships with them and endeavored to be their friends.

Data recorded were resulted from observation, field and social media; interviews with the informant; and social media tracking of Generation Z. The recording processes were run through the following steps:
1. Recording the meeting using a tape recorder which can be put openly or secretly depending on the situations.
2. Paying attention to informant questions so that it can be openers to other items or be additional questions.
3. Tracking Generation Z online data, using photos and screenshot, from their social media activities which relate to their communicative phenomenon.
4. Data gathered from the tape, and video recorders were transcribed.

Qualitative data analysis was run interactively and continuously. “The activity performed in the analysis data is data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification” (Sugiyono, 2006). The first process was data analysis, and this process was commenced with collecting field notes and records which had been given labels, such as the name of the informants, dates, interviews places, and so on. Subsequently, data which had been gained from the recorders were transcribed. From that transcript, noticeable sentences, speech, and explanations were found. This first step also was conducted by transcribing data gathered from digital camera or Handycam. It was followed by noticing the most prominent identified themes from the interview data, digital camera, and Handycam. The second step, which was data display, was conducted by categorizing similar topic containing similar phenomena under one concept.

Furthermore, data validation in the research focused on auditing, and this process consisted of dependent auditing and assured auditing. As stated by Halper, “auditing process can follow these following steps: pre-entry, deciding auditable data, formal agreement, and data validation (Helpern in Moleong, 2007). Moleong adds that “in the pre-entry, some meetings should be done by the auditors and the auditees (in this case: the researcher) and finished it with a solid effort to continue, modify, and stop the audit process (Moleong, 2007).

The next step was deciding auditable data. Moleong argues that “in the deciding process, auditees’ jobs are providing any notes needed and other available research materials as decided by the classifications” (Moleong, 2007).

In the research, the researcher also performed triangulation with the sources, meaning comparing and checking the degree of the reliability of the information gained through decisive tools in qualitative method (Moleong, 2001). The sources for obtaining information ranged from their closed-friends, lecturers, to activities on social media.
ANALYSIS

Self-representation of Generation Z in Pekanbaru

What makes Generation Z become a unique phenomenon is that they are growing in the very time of new massive communicative experience and technology and also dominate those trends. It is the result of their excessive use of smartphones, internet, and social media compared to other generation. This communicative experience enabled two categorizations of Generation Z’s self-representation that was discovered by the researcher, namely:

1. The Influencers

An influencer refers to an agent or the person. That is to say; an influencer means a person that can influence others. The criteria of Generation Z influencers are anyone who ceaselessly becomes creative using their smartphone, internet, and social media. For them, technological development was a big opportunity for inventing new innovative trend or other activities that can earn profits. As stated from one of the informants called Riri (23 years old) in the interview:

For me, the internet can fulfill any needs I want. I can learn a lot from the internet as well as acquiring new ideas to be creative on social media. Coincidently, I have a hobby in photography so that I can earn income actively through social media.

Likewise, the next informant called Irma (21 years old) picked social media as a tool for supporting their activities as university students. The following was the statement expressed by Irma:

I prefer using social media positively, such as making a video tutorial with my friends and looking for specific information for my college assignments. I rarely comment or witness any vents.

The second informant, according to researcher observation, frequently posted and shared some useful tips and tricks regarding social media, traveling, and studying, as well as vloged her daily college life. The following is one of them:
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**Figure 1.** One of the informant’s works on social media

The third informant was 21 years old, a college student, and came from Tampan district. Her social media name was @ermayani445. Erma said that she usually made tutorial videos in her YouTube account. Tutorial videos that she often uploaded, ranging from photography, graphic design, beauty, to fashion. The followings are pictures taken from online tracking of her social media account.
2. The followers

The second category of self-representation of Generation Z in Pekanbaru is a title called “the followers,” meaning some Generation Z that merely follow other Gen Z in term of social media communication. The observation showed that this category of Generation Z communicated on social media for having fun. Indeed, some of them used social media to expose their personal lives and stories, such as family problems or personal vent. Up to a point, they utilized social media for discussing and having conversations about inappropriate and unnecessary topics. Also, this category of Generation Z was eager to upload pictures and videos without a caption and with unclear intentions for which those were uploaded. It can be seen from online tracking one of the informants.

![Image of a poster with a caption](image)

**Figure 2.** (a). Display of informant YouTube’s account who loved to make tutorial make up (b). Feeds of informant social media that had photography themes.

![Image of a poster with a caption](image)

**Figure 3.** One of the “follower” post, without caption.

The picture above shows one of the informants who were Generation Z that included in the category of followers. The informant uploaded one image without mentioning or explaining anything, or on social media term, without caption. Picture without a caption was also found in his other photos. Unlike the former, the next informant often uploaded photos or statements which raised people
curiosity. Also, he believed that social media account was only a place to make a better selfie and narcissism.

**The Motive of Generation Z**

There are some reasons which imposed Generation Z to always prioritize communication on social media to direct interaction. Some factors found were:

1. **Self-existence**

   The generation X loved to show their existence by following new communicative and technological development, in this case on social media. Generation Z tried to shows their dynamic self using platform which can be accessed 24 hours. That is to say, without wasting energy to meet with others, they already could communicate actively with anyone and almost anytime.

2. **Friendhood**

   The dynamics of youngsters’ friendhood expected Generation Z for following the latest trend. For example, using social media, such as Instagram, was more common and prevalent, as opposed to Facebook, which mostly dominated by generation X or older.

3. **Additional income**

   Besides being a place for self-existence and finding a place in the community, they, especially the influencers, also used social media for earning more money. It can be run in many ways, ranging from vlogging, making a tutorial video on YouTube, or giving product endorsement on Instagram.

**Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication of Generation Z**

Another striking finding is that Generation Z in Pekanbaru was more comfortable to communicate using social media, such as Whatsapp, Instagram, and YouTube, rather than other direct face-to-face methods. In effect, they suffered from incompetency in their communication since barely did they have skillful experience in non-verbal communication through body gesture, eye contacts, face expression, paralanguage, and other methods which can be interpreted directly by their interlocutors. Although that communicative experience can be experienced through video call, the sensations were still different. At one interview, one of the informants expressed that:

> If allowed, I prefer and more comfortable to communicate through WhatsApp rather than meet and talk directly with other people. Even with older people, for instance, if I would like to ask something to a lecturer, I frequently feel reluctant in face-to-face meetings. WhatsApp first, then I will meet him if it is necessary.

Lack of experience in term of interpreting verbal communication that happened because they mostly rely on social media made them somewhat inadequate to talk directly (oral). Meeting with many people in an event even made them uncomfortable since they were likely to embrace privacy, live in their social media, take selfies without considering their surroundings, and even laugh by themselves while having a meal in a restaurant.

Furthermore, verbally, this generation tended to use informal language and having difficulties in expressing their intentions. They usually talked unusually and loved to abbreviate words and phrases. Non-verbally, Generation Z had muchslang. For example, rather than “yuk” (let us go), they chose “kuy” and rather than “iri (jealous), they spoke julid; not to mention “Cetar” meaning “luarbiasa” (amazing), “Mantul” meaning “mantapbetul” (excellent), spekta or spektakuler (spectacular), bae or saja (only), kepo meaning “inginintahu” (curious), japri meaning “jalurpribadi” (private message), and so on. It can be seen in this display on one WhatsApp group:
Another non-verbal point is that there were palpable differences in style between Generation Z and other older generation, namely Generation Z was more enthusiasts with current fashions. If public figures that came from the same age succeeded in making viral a type of fashion, then, Generation Z would likely to adopt those trend and lifestyle fast. They can absorb many products, from veil, shoes, and shades, to face expression while doing selfie. These pictures are some result of online tracking of some informant social media.

Based on the explanation above, verbal and non-verbal communication of Generation Z in Pekanbaru can be reflected using this model:
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, two categories of self-representation of Generation Z in Pekanbaru were found. The first was influencers or Generation Z who actively influenced others positively using their smartphones, internet, and social media. For them, technological development was an alluring opportunity for inventing and making new innovative works and trend to earn income. They made a video blog (vlog), tutorial video, picture, and so on. On the other hand, the followers were Generation Z in Pekanbaru that opted to be followers of other Generation Z in communicating on social media. The result has demonstrated that this category only used social media for having fun. Some of them only used it for exposing their personal lives and story, such as family problems and vent. They believed that social media was a place for having conversations and giving comments about inappropriate and unnecessary trends.

Some prominent motives of Generation Z in Pekanbaru stayed in their style of communication was self-existence, the form of friendliness, and additional income. The generation Z was more comfortable to communicate using social media, such as WhatsApp, Instagram, and YouTube, rather than face to face interaction. Verbally, they often used informal language, slang, and had difficulties in face to face interaction. Non verbally, they spoke with different intonation, followed the latest fashion trend, and were expressive when appearing in social media.
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